
Caserta Launches Think Tank to Reimagine
Reference Architecture for Client Solutions

Caserta has established a Think Tank that will gather
the firm’s top minds and industry thought leaders to
ideate and execute a reference architecture that may
become the new industry standard for immediately
monetizing data assets.

Think Tank gathers the top minds and
industry thought leaders to create an
architecture that may become a new
industry standard for monetizing data
assets.

NEW YORK, NY, UNITED STATES, August
13, 2019 /EINPresswire.com/ -- In line
with its continued leadership in
providing the best solutions for the
enterprise, Caserta announced today
the formation of a Think Tank to
reimagine its reference architecture.

The Think Tank team, comprised of a
diverse group of Caserta’s leading
consultants and external experts, will
pool their diverse skillsets to ideate,
architect, and build the new reference
architecture for 2020. The reference architecture will feature machine learning and artificial
intelligence for automated data preparation, smart data discovery, data unification, and data
visualization, among other capabilities. 

The goal of Caserta’s new reference architecture is to revolutionize how organizations find,
query, analyze, and visualize data. Once using the new architecture, clients will be able to ingest
and leverage any piece of data almost instantly and visualize insights from their data in mere
seconds with minimal human intervention. As a result, clients will be able to quickly make
business decisions, identify new revenue channels, target missed opportunities, and intelligently
drive business applications.

Remarking on the formation of the Think Tank, Caserta President and Founder Joe Caserta said,
“Devising this solution will take hard work, dedication, and relentless collaboration. I’m very
confident that our talented team will create a solution that can become one of the most sought
after data solutions in the industry.”

Caserta’s current go-to reference architecture, dubbed “Swan,” was conceived several years ago
and leverages modern technologies and frameworks. Today, Caserta consultants use Swan to
implement solutions for each of its industry-leading clients. Once the new reference architecture
has been completed and tested, it will become the new standard at Caserta and potentially
revolutionize the data industry.

About Caserta
Caserta is a leading professional services company that helps transform businesses for growth
by aligning their organization’s people, processes, and platforms to become analytics-driven.
Their strategic assessments, actionable roadmaps, and innovative designs deliver advanced
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implementations that leverage the latest technologies and proven frameworks to help
enterprises monetize data.
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